Analyzing the computational complexity of evolutionary algorithms has become an accepted and important branch in evolutionary computation theory. This is usually done by analyzing the (expected) optimization time measured by means of the number of function evaluations and describing its growth as a function of a measure for the size of the search space. Most often asymptotic results describing only the order of growth are derived. This corresponds to classical analysis of (randomized) algorithms in algorithmics. Recently, the emerging field of algorithm engineering has demonstrated that for practical purposes this analysis can be too coarse and more details of the algorithm and its implementation have to be taken into account in order to obtain results that are valid in practice. Using a very recent analysis of a simple evolutionary algorithm as starting point it is shown that the same holds for evolutionary algorithms. Considering this example it is demonstrated that counting function evaluations more precisely can lead to results contradicting actual run times. Motivated by these limitations of computational complexity analysis an algorithm engineering-like approach is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are general randomized search heuristics that are often used for optimization when there is not enough time or expertise to develop a problemspecific algorithm. They are usually easy to apply and often deliver solutions of acceptable quality in reasonable time. For better solutions or faster performance, however, normally modifications need to be made and it is not at all obvious how these can be done in an informed and efficient way. This motivates the desire for a better understanding of evolutionary algorithms, the way they work, their limitations and potentials. Consequently, this motivates research in evolutionary algorithm theory. In the last fifteen years one branch of EA theory that has become increasingly important, established, and elaborate is the analysis of the optimization time of EAs for concrete problems or classes of problems. By now, methods are available [1, 15] and many results for relevant problem classes are known (see [10, 11] for an overview). This is also often referred to as run time analysis or computational complexity analysis. The performance of an EA is measured by means of the number of function evaluations T it makes until an optimal solution is found for the first time. The reason is that evolutionary algorithms tend to be algorithmically simple and each step can be carried out relatively quick. Thus, a function evaluation is assumed to be the most costly operation in terms of computation time. Most often, results about the expected optimization time E (T ) as a function of n are derived where n is a measure for the size of the search space. If a fixedlength binary encoding is used n denotes the length of the bit strings (and the size of the search space equals 2 n ). Results are usually given in asymptotic form. For an upper bound this is often given as E (T (n)) = O(f (n)) for some function f : N → R + 0 . Formally, this means there exist some constants n0 ∈ N and c ∈ R + such that E (T ) ≤ cf (n) holds for all n ≥ n0. The constants n0 and c need not be explicitly stated but often they can be derived from the proofs. We see that this gives some bound on the performance that may be quite loose. Even in the case of an asymptotically tight bound E (T ) = Θ(f (n)) we only know that for all n ≥ n0 we have c1f (n) ≤ E (T ) ≤ c2f (n) for some constants 0 < c1 ≤ c2. Depending on the gap c2 − c1 predictions about the actual average run time (number of function evaluations in fact) can be vary vague. Remember that the motivation for EA theory is to come up with better EAs for practical applications. For this purpose such asymptotic results may be too imprecise or even misleading. While in some case such rough results lead to valuable insights (consider [6] for a positive example) they can lead to incorrect conclusions even if the results about the computational complexity are precise. This motivates a different approach that adds empirical analysis to the analytical one. We do not argue against computational complexity analysis in general. We make the point that, like algorithm engineering [14] adds to the run time analysis of algorithms [4] , careful empirical analysis and an analysis that is more faithful to the concrete implementation of the algorithm can yield insights that a pure theoretical optimization time analysis cannot. It is important to point out that our approach is in the spirit of algorithm engineering, bringing together theoretical and empirical analysis. This is quite different from an experimental approach (e. g. [2] ).
We introduce the evolutionary algorithm and fitness function under consideration in the next section. In Section 3 we discuss one recently published example for an computational complexity analysis that leads to an incorrect impression. This motivates a more detailed analysis that incorporates empirical findings in Section 4. In order to broaden the perspective we briefly present results on other example functions in Section 5. We conclude and discuss possible future research in Section 6.
EA AND FITNESS FUNCTIONS
The EA under consideration, known as (1+1) EA [5] , is a very simple one with a population size of 1, an offspring population size of 1, strict deterministic plus-selection, and standard bit mutations. As the analysis investigates the first point of time an optimum is found one neglects the choice of a stopping criterion and lets the algorithm run forever. We restrict ourselves here to fixed mutation rates p(n) that may (and should) depend on n but are fixed during a run. We remark that it is known that varying the mutation probability during a run may speed up the optimization dramatically [8] . The most recommended fixed choice is p(n) = 1/n so that in expectation exactly one bit flips. We remark that it is known that this choice is far from optimal for some problems [7] . We give a formal algorithmic description in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 (1+1) EA
Initialization Select x ∈ {0, 1} n uniformly at random and compute its function value vx = f (x). loop Mutation Create y ∈ {0, 1} n by copying each bit of x and, independently for each bit, flip this bit with probability p(n). Compute vy = f (y). Selection If vy ≥ vx Then set x := y and vx := vy. end loop Many asymptotic analyses have been performed for the (1+1) EA, for example functions as well as for combinatorial optimization problems. The consideration of example functions is useful since they are usually structurally simple and help to illustrate properties of an algorithm, they can exhibit typical structures, and they are often useful first steps in the development of new analytical tools. One such example function introduced in the context of the analysis of unimodal functions is LeadingOnes [12] . The function value is given by the number of consecutive 1-bits counting from left to right. A formal definition is given in Definition 2.
n , the function LeadingOnes: {0, 1} n → R is defined by
The optimization time T is defined as the number of times the fitness function f is evaluated until a global optimum of f is found. According to Algorithm 1 the initialization requires 1 function evaluation to compute vx and each time the loop is executed 1 function evaluation is made to compute vy.
ON COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
It is known that the expected optimization time of the (1+1) EA on LeadingOnes is E (T ) = Θ n 2 [5] for any mutation probability p(n) = Θ(1/n). For the (1+1) EA on LeadingOnes, however, much more is known. In particular, given the current function value vx ≤ n − 2 we know the complete probability distribution for the current bit string x. A simple inductive proof [5] shows that
holds for any
This can be exploited to derive a much more precise result.
Böttcher, Doerr, and Neumann [3] prove for the (1+1) EA with fixed mutation probability p(n) that its expected optimization time equals
This is an exact, precise result for the expected optimization time of an evolutionary algorithm for a non-trivial fitness function. Using this result Böttcher, Doerr, and Neumann derive an optimal fixed mutation rate for the (1+1) EA on LeadingOnes by observing that the optimal mutation rate that minimizes (1) converges to 1.59362/n. For not too small values of n all significantly other mutation probabilities yield larger expected optimization times. Note that this is only true in an asymptotic sense -exactly speaking, it is false. The exact equation eq. (1) is correct and the optimal mutation probability depends on n and only converges to 1.59362/n for increasing n. For this value the expected optimization time is 0.772n 2 . For realistic values of n very slightly smaller mutation probabilities are better (e. g., 1.58105/n for n = 100 and 1.59235/n for n = 1000). We compute the actual optimal values using eq. (1) for subsequent experiments. A graphical representation of the optimal mutation probabilities due to Böttcher, Doerr and Neumann [3] is given later in Figure 3 (together with much smaller values that are derived using a different cost model).
Remember that this cost model counts only the number of function evaluations since it assumes those to be most costly. However, at the end of the day time is wall clock time. This is even more true for EAs since the only motivation for considering them is in practical applications. Let us assume that the assumption that the function evaluations account for the majority of the actual run time is correct. In this case we will be careful with these function evaluations. Considering the (1+1) EA, we see that with probability (1 − p(n)) n no bit is flipped at all and y = x holds. Using the common choice p(n) = 1/n we have (1 − p(n))
n ≈ e −1 > .35 and we see that in expectation in more than 35% of the generations no bit is flipped. In these cases no function evaluation is necessary and will be omitted in any sensible implementation. Note, that this is typical for evolutionary search in discrete search spaces and completely different from evolutionary search in continuous domains. If we want to be precise we need to take this resampling into account. We keep the very simple cost model where we assign cost 1 for a function evaluation but take into account that no function evaluation is made if no bit is flipped. Let T>0 denote the cost in this modified cost model. The following holds.
Theorem 3. Let p(n) with 0 < p(n) < 1 denote the mutation probability of the (1+1) EA, c > 0 a constant.
Proof. We present only a short proof containing the most important steps. A very similar proof is carried out in Section 4.3 with a more general cost model. The cost model employed here actually is a special case of this more general cost model. Thus, a complete proof including all major intermediate steps can be found in Section 4.3. We remark that most computations are similar or even identical to the corresponding proofs in [3] .
Let x be the current bit string of the (1+1) EA and vx = LeadingOnes(x) < n. Let Gv x denote the number of generations until an offspring y with LeadingOnes(y) > vx is generated for the first time. Let Tv x denote the number of function evaluations in these generations. For i ∈ N let Tv x ,i ∈ {0, 1} denote the number of function evaluations in the i-th generation. Applying the law of total probability
Tv x ,i holds and
follows by linearity of expectation. For i = Gv x we have E (Tv x ,i) = 1 since in this final mutation at least the leftmost 0-bit flips. For i < Gv x all E (Tv x ,i) are equal for symmetry reasons and thus
holds. We have Gv x = t if and only if on the one hand in the t-th generation the left-most vx bits do not flip and x[vx + 1] flips and, on the other hand, this does no happen in the t − 1 preceding generations. Thus
vx (6) holds. For i < Gv x we consider one single mutation. Let S denote the event that in this mutation the function value is increased. Let Z denote the event that in this mutation no bit is flipped. Since we consider Tv x ,i for i < Gv x we know that the function value is not increased. Thus,
holds. We already know that Prob
Inserting the equations for Prob (Gv x = t) and E (Tv x ,i) into eq. (5) we obtain
For the expected number of function evaluations we take random initialization into account and obtain
First we consider the case p(n) = c/n and make use of lim
and (2) follows. We observe that E (Tv x ) grows with growing p(n) ≥ 1/n and thus (3) holds. For p(n) = o(1/n) we have p(n) = 1/(nα(n)) for some function α with lim
Making use of lim
this case we obtain (4).
We visualize the limit terms (e c − 1) 2 / 2c 2 e c from (2), (e − 1) 2 /(2e) from (3), and 1/2 from (4) in Figure 1 (as a function of c). We also include the constant term 0.772 for the expected number of function evaluations 0.772n 2 that results from using the fixed mutation probability 1.59362/n from [3] . Note that in the context of Figure 1 this mutation probability is fixed and independent of the parameter c.
Theorem 3 tells us that we minimize the number of function evaluations by making the mutation probability arbitrarily small. For example, the mutation probability p(n) = 2 −n implies a smaller number of function evaluations than p(n) = 1/n or p(n) = 1.59362/n. This, of course, does not imply that one should set the mutation probability so small. It demonstrates that the simple cost model is inadequate. While function evaluations may be costly the other operations of the (1+1) EA are definitely not for free. In order to take them into account in an appropriate way the implementation needs to be taken into account. We do this in the following section.
ALGORITHM ENGINEERING
In order to be able to analyze the actual optimization time (as opposed to the number of function evaluations) of the (1+1) EA on LeadingOnes we need to know about how the (1+1) EA is implemented. We consider a simple implementation that is neither naive nor sophisticated. In particular, we want an implementation that is organized in modules and can be considered as reasonable from a programming or software engineering point of view. This is useful since in applications evolutionary algorithms often exhibit the need to be modified to better fit the current task. One modification is the application of different kinds of crossover and mutation operators or selection schemes. Such modifications are facilitated when the evolutionary algorithm is implemented using such a module structure.
Implementation Details
The modules we use are fitness function evaluation, mutation, and selection. The fitness function evaluation receives as input an individual and returns its fitness. The mutation receives an individual to be mutated and sufficient memory to store the mutated offspring. In addition to this offspring it returns the information if at least one bit was flipped. No other information (like the specific bits flipped) is available to the main loop. We remark that use of such additional information may enable one to implement a more efficient fitness function evaluation. The selection receives the parent, the offspring, and their fitness values. It returns the new population together with its fitness.
The implementation is carried out in ANSI C using a char to store a single bit. The random decisions of the (1+1) EA are implemented using drand48() as pseudo-random number generator. This leads to the following straight-forward implementation of the fitness function LeadingOnes (see Algorithm 4; the string length n is a global variable).
Algorithm 4 Implementation of LeadingOnes
We observe that a fitness evaluation is not at all time consuming. It can be carried out in O(n) steps and actually takes only Θ(LeadingOnes(x)) steps. Since with high probability in each mutation the number of leading 1-bits is increased by O(1), we have that on average Θ n i=1 i /n = Θ(n) computation steps are carried out in a function evaluation where the average is taken over the complete run. Being able to carry out one function evaluation in time O(n) is not unusual. Most example functions can be computed in linear time (even more complex ones like the well-known long path function [12] ) and the same holds for many combinatorial optimization problems. It is true that fitness evaluations can be time consuming. However, in many cases and in particular for LeadingOnes, they are not.
Considering the rest of the (1+1) EA mutation seems to be a potentially time consuming operator. A naive implementation may perform a random experiment for each of the n bits to determine if this bit is flipped. This would make each mutation an operation that requires Θ(n) random decisions and thus extremely costly. However, a much more efficient implementation is known. Already Knuth [9] (described for standard bit mutations by Rudolph and Ziegenhirt [13] ) pointed out that for small probabilities p(n) it is much more efficient not to perform n random experiments (one for each potential mutation site) but to randomly draw the position of the next mutation site. This does not change the probability distribution but reduces the number of random experiments necessary from n on expectation to p(n) · n, thus only 1 for the mutation probability p(n) = 1/n. We implement this idea in a straight-forward way using two global variables, nextPos to store the next mutation site and l=log(1.0-p) where p = p(n) is the mutation probability. This variable l is needed for the determination of the next mutation site. We initialize nextPos=-1 to indicate that currently there is no random position available and one has to be determined randomly. The mutation itself is described in Algorithm 5. It makes use of two auxiliary functions described in Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 7, respectively.
What remains is selection. The strict plus-selection employed requires a comparison of the two function values and, in case the offspring is no worse than its parent, replacing the parent by the offspring. In a naive implementation one may copy the offspring to the parent requiring Θ(n) computation steps. It is, however, quite obvious that it suffices to 
Data-Driven Cost Model Generation
In theory, it appears to be appropriate to assign cost n to a mutation that flips a bit (due to the fitness evaluation involved) and cost 1 to a mutation where no bit is flipped. It is, however, unclear if this is a reasonable setting when considering the implemented (1+1) EA. One obstacle may be that fitness evaluations involve only simple and fast basic operations whereas mutations involve pseudo-random number generation and the computation of a logarithm, both Algorithm 7 Implementation of savePos (for mutation) long savePos(long pos, long length) { /* update position */ if (pos>length) { /* next position not within string */ nextPos = pos-length-1; /* subtract used part */ return -1; /* signal: end for this string */ } else { nextPos=-1; /* position used */ return pos; } } rather costly. We therefore use results of preliminary experiments to assign cost to generations with and without actual mutation.
All experiments reported have been carried out on an iMac with a 2.8GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 processor with 8MB shared L3 cache and 8GB 1066MHz DDR3 SDRAM. The ANSI C implementation has been compiled using gcc 4.2.1 with optimization -O3. The run time is measured using clock() so that the actual time spent in the (1+1) EA is measured. The experiments are all carried out for n ∈ {50, 100, 150, . . . , 1000} and are repeated 100 times independently, i. e., with independent random seeds for the pseudorandom number generator. The results are always presented using box plots in the following way. The mean of the data is drawn by a thick line. The upper and lower quartile are used to draw a rectangle (or box) around the mean where the upper and lower side of the rectangle are defined by the upper and lower quartile, respectively. Attached to this rectangle are two whiskers, one below and one above, that extend to the two most extreme data points that have a distance to the corresponding side of the rectangle of at most 1.5 times the height of the rectangle. All even more extreme data points are considered as outliers and are depicted by circles.
In order to get an estimate of the time spent in generations without any flipping bit in comparison to generations where at least one bit flips we perform 100 independent runs of the (1+1) EA with mutation probability p(n) = 1/n on LeadingOnes. Clearly, this time is not independent of the mutation probability p(n). In particular, very small mutation probabilities increase the probability to have several consecutive generations where no bit is flipped. In all but the first of the generations of such a sequence the mutation is particularly fast because no random experiment needs to be carried out at all. Preliminary experiments confirmed that the differences are not significant for mutation probabilities p(n) = c/n with 1/4 < c < 4. Thus, we do these measurements for p(n) = 1/n, only. We comment on larger and smaller mutation probabilities later.
We measure the cumulative time for all generations where no bit flips and the cumulative time for all generations where at least one bit flips. For each run we report the quotient of the average times spent in one generation of these two types: the average time for a generation with an actual mutation over the average time for a generation where no bit flips. Note that already one run yields the average over a large random number of generations. We average these averages over 100 runs and present the results in form of box plots in Figure 2 . Due to the enormous number of random experiments the results are concentrated around the mean values in an extreme way, the upper and lower quartiles are hardly visible, only the outliers (drawn as small circles) can be seen. They are also still very close to the mean. Computing a least squares fit for the means (using gnuplot) yields that we obtain a reasonable fit (also given in Figure 2 ) for 0.0011n+1.18. We see that the relation between the average run time in generations with and without actual mutation is indeed linear but the factor is really small and hence the ratio grows only slowly with n.
Application of the New Cost Model
Based on these empirical findings we assign cost q(n) := 1 to a generation where in the mutation no bit is flipped and Figure 2: Quotients of measured average run times for generations with and without flipping bit, averaged over 100 runs, using mutation probability p(n) = 1/n.
cost r(n) := 0.0011n + 1.18 to a generation where at least one bit is flipped. Using this cost model we revisit the proof of Theorem 3. Note, that the cost model used in Theorem 3 corresponds to setting q(n) = 0 and r(n) = 1. In order to make the calculations also applicable to other cost models, we present results for general q(n) and r(n). We remark that the most useful equation when filling in intermediate steps is the following about the geometric series.
Recall that (in Theorem 3) Gv x denotes the number of generations until an offspring y with LeadingOnes(y) > vx is generated for the first time. Moreover, in Theorem 3 Tv x denotes the number of function evaluations in these generations. For i ∈ N, Tv x ,i ∈ {0, 1} denotes the number of function evaluations in the i-th generation. Note, that here, in the more general cost model, Tv x and Tv x,i correspond to the costs (instead of the number of function evaluations) with respect to the cost model and, thus, Tv x ,i ∈ {q(n), r(n)}.
Using the same notation eq. (5) now becomes
since the cost for the final generation where the left-most 0-bit is guaranteed to flip is now set to r(n). The other change concerns the expected cost of a generation E (Tv x ,i). Using the notation from the proof of Theorem 3 we obtain
Inserting this value for E (Tv x ,i) and Prob (Gv x = t) from eq. (6) into eq. (10) we obtain
It is easy to see that two series in the above equations converge since we can apply eq. (9). This yields
for the first term and
for the second one. Plugging these results into the above calculations we obtain (
for the expected total cost. Note, that setting q(n) = 0 and r(n) = 1 yields the same equations as in eq. (7) and eq. (8) from Theorem 3.
We are interested in determining a mutation probability p(n) that minimizes this expected cost. We cannot solve this equation arithmetically for p(n), but we can do so numerically. This way, we obtain optimal mutation probabilities in the sense that they minimize the expected cost derived in this cost model. For the values of n where we explore the algorithm's performance empirically we plot n · p(n) in Figure 3 . We observe that the factor to be multiplied with the standard mutation rate 1/n in the mutation probabilities that are optimal for our empirical cost model decreases with increasing n. Moreover, it is always strictly smaller than the optimal values derived in the uniform cost model applied by Böttcher, Doerr, and Neumann [3] . In Figure 3 , these values and the asymptotic value 1.59362 are given to allow for a comparison. We see that for the range of values of n we are concerned with the optimal mutation probabilities are all 1/n ≤ p(n) ≤ 1.5/n. This is one confirmation that performing our measurements with p(n) = 1/n was indeed sufficient since the differences resulting from using mutation probabilities c/n with 1 < c ≤ 1.5 as compared to mutation probability 1/n are rather small. We come back to this point again when discussing actual run times. Note that these findings are valid for the range of values n considered here. For much larger values of n one can expect that even smaller mutation probabilities are optimal. 1.59362 c due to [3] computed c Figure 3 : Graph of n · p(n) for mutation probabilities p(n) minimizing the empirical cost model and for mutation probabilities due to [3] .
Experimental Evaluation
To compare the impact of the different mutation probability we perform experiments, again for n ∈ {50, . . . , 1000}. For each value of n and each mutation probability, we perform 100 independent runs and plot the means, upper and lower quartile, as well as outliers using box plots. In addition to the derived optimal mutation probabilities for the empirical cost model (Figure 3 ) and the optimal mutation probability ≈ 1.59362/n for the uniform cost model, we consider the most recommended standard choice 1/n and several smaller and larger mutation probabilities. Remember that we consider the (1+1) EA on LeadingOnes. The probability to increase the function value equals (1 − p(n)) vx p(n) if vx denotes the function value of the current bit string. We consider fixed mutation probabilities of the form c(n)/n. In most cases c(n) = c is independent of n. For the optimal mutation probabilities, however, c(n) actually depends on n. With mutation probability p(n) = c(n)/n the expected waiting time for increasing the function value equals
Remember that at some point of time during the run we will have vx/n = 1 − O(1/n). We see that increasing c(n) beyond 1 increases the expected waiting time exponentially whereas decreasing c(n) below 1 increases it only linearly. Thus, we can expect much more dramatic effects when increasing the mutation probability. Thus, we consider the mutation probabilities c/n and 2 1−c /n for c ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} and expect to see a similar increase in optimization time for larger and smaller mutation probabilities. Remember that we report actual run times and not the number of function evaluations. In all plots we have on the x-axis the length of the bit string n and on the y-axis computation time in milliseconds.
The results for the different mutation probabilities p(n) = c/n are given as box plots in a number of separate diagrams, all in Figure 4 . In addition to the choices c ∈ {1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, the values due to Böttcher, Doerr, and Neumann [3] , and the computed values from Figure 3 we present results for the mutation probability p(n) = 1/n 2 (equivalent to setting c = 1/n in the mutation probability p(n) = c/n). This very small mutation probability is motivated in the following way. If we follow the reasoning that a generation that does not flip any bit can be carried out in time Θ(1) and other generations require time Θ(n) we could assign cost 1 to generations without flipping bits and cost n to other generations. Since increasing the function value has always probability Θ(1/n) we can expect on average to perform Θ(n) generations before an improvement occurs. Since in the simple cost model that we consider now these Θ(n) generations account for a total cost of Θ n 2 we can afford to have Θ n 2 generations without mutating any bit without increasing the total cost asymptotically. Thus, from an asymptotic and theoretical point of view, Θ 1/n 2 are the smallest mutation probabilities that are still of optimal efficiency on LeadingOnes.
In Figure 4 we have one plot for each value of c we consider. In order to allow for some comparison in all plots the same scale is used. We notice that with all mutation probabilities the run times are very much concentrated around the mean value, the box plots are almost collapsed to this value. Moreover, we see that all mutation probabilities p(n) with 1/(16n) ≤ p(n) ≤ 2/n lead roughly to the same run time behavior. This includes the two sets of mutation probabilities based on the simple cost model due to Böttcher, Doerr, and Neumann [3] and the empiric cost model developed here. It is noteworthy that smaller mutation probabilities seem to have much less a detrimental effect than larger ones. Since comparisons are difficult to make this way we plot all medians in one common diagram ( Figure 5 ) omitting all data except for the medians for the sake of readability. We caution the reader to infer too much from tiny differences in the mean values. Too small differences are likely not to be statistically significant.
In Figure 5 we have the median run times in milliseconds for different values of c in the mutation probability p(n) = c/n plotted over the length of the bit string n. We observe that the values between c = 1/16 and c = 2 form a cluster of very similar run times with c = 1/4 being fastest and c = 2 being slowest within this efficient cluster. This includes the sets of c-values that are computed depending on n. We notice that there is indeed no advantage for neither of them. If at all, smaller mutation probabilities are to be preferred and the standard choice, p(n) = 1/n does pretty well, too. It is worth mentioning that most small mutation probabilities do remarkably well. With larger mutation probabilities, things start to change. When increasing the mutation probability beyond 2/n run time increases considerably as can be seen in the plots for p(n) = c/n for c ∈ {3, 4, 5, 1/n}. In particular, the theoretically smallest efficient mutation probability p(n) = 1/n 2 turns out to be not efficient at all. Moreover, we point out that with respect to actual run time the result by Böttcher, Doerr, and Neumann [3] points in exactly the wrong direction. For LeadingOnes, increasing the mutation probability above the standard choice p(n) = 1/n is a particularly bad idea. Decreasing it is a by far safer choice. The good news is that performance of the (1+1) EA is quite robust with respect to changes in the mutation probability. The actual run time is not greatly affected as long as some care is taken. Only the extremely small mutation probability p(n) = 1/n 2 (corresponding to c = 1/n) yields a really bad performance. Given the efficient implementation of mutations it is not surprising that smaller mutation probabilities hurt less than larger ones. Note, however, that all these findings apply to LeadingOnes only, a function where mutations of single bits are sufficient (and even optimal) for optimization. Thus, in the following section, we consider two more example functions where we relax these requirements in two steps.
OTHER FITNESS FUNCTIONS
All results derived here (as well as in [3] ) apply to the (1+1) EA on LeadingOnes, only. Of course, LeadingOnes is a very special function that has a structure that allows for this kind of very precise analysis. It is interesting to find out if the findings for LeadingOnes apply to other functions, too, even if the analytical proofs do not carry over. We restrict our attention in the following to two other well known example functions. Both share with LeadingOnes that a single function evaluation is not a complex operation and, thus, the average times for single function evaluations are similar.
The first function we consider here is called OneMax and it is probably the best known function in the community concerned with the analysis of evolutionary algorithms. The function value equals the number of bits set to 1. The run time for an evaluation of OneMax is slightly larger than for LeadingOnes. One needs to see all n bits in order to count the number of 1-bits. For computing LeadingOnes(x), it suffices to look at the first LeadingOnes(x) + 1 bits, i. e., stop at the left-most 0-bit.
n , the function OneMax : {0, 1} n → R is defined by
The function OneMax shares with LeadingOnes the property that mutations of single bits are sufficient to find the optimum efficiently. The expected number of function evaluations is Θ(n log n) for any mutation probability p(n) = c/n where c ∈ R + 0 is a constant. We perform the same experiments for the same values of c as we did for LeadingOnes and report them in the same way. The single plots or each mutation probability also containing statistical information about the 100 runs in form of box plots are given in Figure 6 . The first striking difference to LeadingOnes is the clearly increased variance and the larger number of outliers. Both could be expected as it is well known that the run time for LeadingOnes is very much concentrated around the expected value [5] . For OneMax, this is not the case in this extreme way. The other plots look roughly similar to the corresponding plots for LeadingOnes (but with smaller overall run times, of course). In order to take a closer look we again consider a plot that contains the median values, only ( Figure 7) . Similar to the results for LeadingOnes, the mutation probabilities p(n) = c/n with 1/16 ≤ c ≤ 2 form a band of good performance. Within this, again, differentiation makes hardly any sense. We see again the tendency that decreasing the mutation probability below 1/n hurts less than increasing it beyond 1/n. And, again, the standard choice p(n) = 1/n leads to good performance. A noteworthy difference in comparison to LeadingOnes is the performance when the mutation probability p(n) = 1/n 2 (corresponding to c = 1/n) is employed. It is comparable in performance to setting c = 3 and thus much more efficient then it is for LeadingOnes. We conclude that even very small mutation probabilities like p(n) = 1/n 2 (where with probability (1 − 1/n 2 ) n ≈ e −1/n ≈ 1 − 1/n no bit flips at all) may lead to efficient optimization since generations without mutating bits are computationally cheap and small mutation probabilities increase the probability of single bit mutations and decrease the probability of mutations where several bits flip simultaneously. For OneMax, this is favorable. One may speculate that if the simultaneous mutation of some bits is needed things change. In order to investigate that we consider a third example function, Jump k [5] .
n , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the function Jump k : {0, 1} n → R is defined by
Typically, one considers Jump k for small values of k. In these cases the function is very similar to OneMax. Only if the number of 1-bits is between n − k and n the function value is very small. Thus, bit strings with exactly n − k 1-bits are easy to locate. From there a direct jump to the unique global optimum, the all ones bit string, is needed. For the (1+1) EA with mutation probability p(n) = 1/n this dominates the expected number of function evaluation that is Θ n k + n log n for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} [5] . We set k = 2 and consider Jump2 here, only. With this setting, for the (1+1) EA with mutation probability p(n) = 1/n, the expected number of function evaluations needed and sufficient for optimization of Jump2 equals Θ n 2 and is thus asymptotically equal to LeadingOnes. However, a run of the (1+1) EA on Jump2 will be similar to a run on OneMax. Only if some x with OneMax(x) = n − 2 is reached things change. At that point a mutation of the two remaining 0-bits is needed to find the global optimum. If mutation probability p(n) is used, this mutation has probability p(n) 2 (1 − p(n)) n−2 . The reciprocal of this mutation probability is the expected waiting time for this mutation and dominates the expected run time. This term becomes minimal for p(n) = 2/(n−2). Thus, we should expect to see good performance when using mutation probability p(n) = 2/n, in particular since this mutation probability does not slow down the (1+1) EA on the OneMax-part of the function too much. For the very small mutation probability p(n) = 1/n 2 (corresponding to c = 1/n) the expected waiting time becomes ≈ n 4 and we can expect to see dramatically increased optimization times. As we did for the other two functions we first present the run times together with some statistics in separate plots (see Figure 8) .
Things look considerably different for Jump2 in comparison to LeadingOnes and OneMax. First of all, variance in the run times is even larger than for OneMax. This could be expected since here the run time largely depends on the waiting time for one single event. This implies a much larger variation in comparison to LeadingOnes and OneMax, where the run time is the sum of the waiting times for many such mostly independent events. Second, already in these small plots we can recognize a much increased run time when the mutation probability is decreased. Already for p(n) = 1/(4n) (corresponding to c = 1/4) the run times seem to be clearly larger. We consider this in some more detail in Figure 9 where only the medians are plotted.
We notice that setting the mutation probability small for Jump2 is a very bad idea. The mutation probabilities corresponding to c = 1/n and c = 1/16 are clearly the two worst choices considered. For the mutation probabilities with c ∈ {1/2, 1/4, 1/8} it is very interesting to note that they pair up with larger values: c = 1/2 with c = 3, c = 1/4 with c = 4, and c = 1/8 with c = 5. We see that even for Jump2 where a mutation probability of 2/n seems to be indicated setting the mutation probability larger is not a good idea. Thus, increasing the mutation probabilities seems to be in general more dangerous with respect to the run time of the (1+1) EA than decreasing them. Considering the other mutation probabilities we see no clear advantage for any of them. In particular, the choice p(n) = 2/n is not superior.
Taking into account what we have learned this is easy to explain. Setting the mutation probability slightly smaller than 2/n decreases the probability of mutating more than two bits (expensive mutations that are likely to be useless) while slightly increasing the probability for mutations mutating single bits (also expensive, but useful in the OneMaxphase of the optimization) and for mutations mutating no bits at all (cheap mutations).
CONCLUSIONS
We studied the actual run times of a simple evolutionary algorithm, the (1+1) EA, on three example functions. Studying the actual run times is different from studying the expected number of function evaluations, a common measure in theoretical studies. While being inspired and motivated by theoretical research our study is a step to bridge the gap between theory and practice. Clearly, practitioners care more about wall clock time than they care about the number of function evaluations.
Theoretical research most often yields asymptotic results that give valid insights in the performance of the considered evolutionary algorithm on some level but not in arbitrary detail. When theoretical studies try to overcome this limitation and aim at becoming more precise they may arrive at precise results that turn out to be misleading instead of helpful. We demonstrated this exemplarily by re-considering a theoretical analysis of the (1+1) EA on LeadingOnes recently presented by Böttcher, Doerr, and Neumann [3] .
When aiming at more precise results one has to keep track of what really matters to people interested in evolutionary algorithms. Most often these people are practitioners trying to solve a concrete problem with evolutionary algorithms and their main concern in addition to the quality of the solution is wall clock time. When aiming at making sensible and correct statements about the actual run time of an evolutionary algorithm its concrete implementation needs to be taken into account and implementation details matter. We considered a 'normal' implementation in C, neither naive nor sophisticated. Combining empirical research and analytical studies we could gain further insight in the actual run time behavior of the (1+1) EA with different mutation probabilities and derive some ideas about how mutation probabilities should be set. In particular, given that in a sensible implementation mutations that do not flip any bit come cheaper than mutations that do it makes sense to set the mutation probability slightly smaller than one would do otherwise. This approach that combines analysis of algorithms with empirical findings is similar in spirit to algorithm engineering. We believe that following this approach can enhance, strengthen, and stretch the field of evolutionary computation theory in the same way algorithm engineering did with classical algorithmics.
Even with respect to the (1+1) EA and LeadingOnes by far not all questions are answered. In particular, we do not contribute an analysis of the choice of mutation probability that outperforms other choices with respect to actual average run time. Our model suggests optimal run times for mutation probabilities of approximately 1.3/n and does not show that much smaller mutation probabilities like .25/n may be superior. One may speculate that our model that assigns cost 1 to a generation without flipping any bit and cost r to other generations is still too coarse. We derived values for r empirically by measuring the average times u and v for these two kinds of generations and used r = u/v. The average times are not independent of the mutation probability. If the mutation probability is larger than 1/n it becomes more likely to flip several bits in one mutation. This increases the cost of a single generation with mutation. On the other hand, setting the mutation probability smaller decreases the cost of these generations but also decreases the average cost of generations that do not flip any bit since in a sequence of such generations in all but the first generations of this sequence no random experiment is carried out at all. Our relative cost measure r = u/v cannot distinguish between mutation probabilities p1 and p2 where p1 leads to average costs u and v while p2 leads to average costs uw and vw since the quotients u/v and (uw)/(vw) are equal. Thus, one may speculate that taking u and v into account may improve the results. We tested this hypothesis for p(n) = .25/n (not reported here due to space restrictions) and found no recognizable improvement. It is an open problem to enhance the cost model to better reflect the actual average run time implied by different mutation probabilities.
One may wonder how general the very specific results presented here are. In short, the results themselves are not general. But this paper is not about the specific results but about a method of research. This method of research is general and applicable in almost all areas of analysis of randomized search heuristics. By means of a concrete example we investigated the topic of cost models in the analysis of evolutionary algorithms. We demonstrated the limita- tions of counting function evaluations when aiming at very precise results. More importantly, we demonstrated that developing an appropriate cost model requires incorporating empirical data about the actual implementation if one wants to obtain analytical results that are also meaningful in practice. Such an approach that adds empirical to theoretical analysis is similar in spirit to algorithm engineering. It brings the theory of randomized search heuristics closer to practice and narrows the gap between theory and practice. This makes theoretical results and the theory of randomized search heuristics more practically relevant. 
